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UofL, Speed School, and your Department
want you to be successful!!!
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UofL Annual Review
Article 2. Faculty Personnel Reviews Section 2.0 General Criteria
The Redbook requires unit documents to classify faculty activities into the areas of teaching,
research and creative activity, and service. This classification is vital since proficient performance
in all areas is a minimum condition for tenure.
Criteria for promotion and tenure in the J.B. Speed School of Engineering are based on, but not
limited to, the following areas (The Redbook, 4.2.3.A and 4.2.2.F, respectively):
• Teaching
• Research or creative activity
• Service to the profession, the unit, the University or the community.
In addition to the above university criteria, the J.B. Speed School of Engineering will also
consider:
• Level of the highest degree, appropriate to job function
• Registration / licensure as a Professional Engineer or other forms of certification where
appropriate
• Overall professional development, including education and experience prior to University
employment, and subsequent efforts to maintain and advance professional competency
• University leadership capability and experience.
A positive record in any of these areas should strengthen a candidate’s case for promotion or
tenure.
http://louisville.edu/provost/faculty-personnel/unit/SPHIS_Personnel.pdf

UofL Promotion
Section 2.3 Criteria for Promotion in Rank
The General Criteria (Section 2.0) and the following specific criteria represent the minimum
levels of achievement for promotion to the following ranks:
Associate Professor - In order to be promoted to the rank of Associate Professor, the
candidate shall have shown evidence of having attained proficiency in teaching, research, and
service. The evidence of proficiency must include extramural evaluation as specified in the
Minimum Guidelines (Section IV.D.5).
Professor - In order to be promoted to the rank of Professor, the candidate shall have shown
evidence of (a) having maintained proficiency in teaching, research, and service; (b) superior
achievement in at least one of the three areas, consisting of teaching, research, and service;
and (c) having achieved professional recognition as evidenced by the opinion of the majority
of the extramural reviewers. The evidence of achievement in research, and the evidence of
professional recognition, must include extramural evaluation as specified in the Minimum
Guidelines (Section IV .D.5).
The level of performance above that specified in the Minimum Guidelines must be considered as
well as the general criteria listed above. Candidates should be considered individually and not
in competition with others. Seniority (normally six years in rank) is a consideration for all
promotions, but lack of seniority alone shall not be grounds for a negative recommendation.
http://louisville.edu/provost/faculty-personnel/unit/SPHIS_Personnel.pdf

UofL Tenure
C. Proficiency for tenure
Possible methods for evaluating proficiency in teaching include, but are not limited to:
publications in peer reviewed journals, monographs, textbooks, conference proceedings,
etc., on teaching methodology; evaluation of teaching based upon student questionnaires,
letters from current or former students, classroom visitations by chairs or colleagues, or
comments spontaneously received by the chair; syllabi and course material; the
submission of proposals and success in obtaining funding of research directed toward
improved teaching methods and/or the acquisition of equipment and instrumentation to
enhance teaching effectiveness.

http://louisville.edu/provost/faculty-personnel/unit/SPHIS_Personnel.pdf

UofL Tenure
C. Proficiency for tenure
Proficiency in research and creative activity may be evidenced by publications in peer reviewed journals,
monographs, edited books, textbooks, conference proceedings, and technical reports; oral or videotape
presentations; computer software; the submission of proposals and success in obtaining funding of research
directed toward the discovery of new knowledge. Publications of all kinds directly provide this type of evidence.
Oral presentations may be evaluated in writing for the file by witnesses. Research in progress should likewise
be documented by a colleague.
The “quality” or “impact” of journals where work is placed should be referenced; while external reviewers often
speak to this, the letter from the department faculty activity committee (DFAC) (as specified in Section 2.5) or
department chair should speak to the quality of the publications and the quality of the journals in which they are
published. Further, it is the responsibility of the candidate to include evidence to support claims that work is
“accepted,” and both the departmental and unit committees should evaluate this evidence.
Proficiency in research also may be evidenced by any forum that demonstrates effectiveness in linking
knowledge across fields of specialization. These would include but are not limited to presentations;
computer courseware; public speeches, and television and radio presentations. Proficiency in research and
creative activity may also be evidenced by: publications in peer reviewed journals, monographs, textbooks,
conference proceedings, etc., on teaching methodology; and the submission of proposals and success in
obtaining funding of research directed toward improved teaching methods and/or the acquisition of equipment
and instrumentation to enhance teaching effectiveness.
Additional evidence may include documentation of how faculty members have shared their expertise with the
University, profession, or community, the preparation and the submission of proposals and success in
obtaining funding, and completing research directed toward making knowledge useful as a guide for
policy or practice. It is imperative that the quality as well as the quantity of the research be considered.
External review of research is required as specified in Section IV.D of the Minimum Guidelines for Faculty
Personnel Reviews (addenda to The Redbook, Chapter 4, henceforth referred to as Minimum Guidelines).

UofL Tenure
C. Proficiency for tenure
Evaluations of service should be done in a manner similar to that for teaching and research to
the extent possible. Most commonly, service does not automatically produce documentary
results. Thus, written statements by witnesses, the people or organizations benefiting from
the service, or colleagues evaluating such service may be obtained. Also included would be any
products resulting from service activities along with evidence regarding the nature of the
candidate’s contribution. Minor activities, such as committee work of short duration, should
have a less formal, aggregate evaluation.

Evaluation of service should incorporate criteria for assessing work that the university has
asked faculty to perform but that is not necessarily rewarded within individual unit cultures;
specific examples may include, but are not limited to, work on i2a activities, work on signature
partnerships and other community engagement teaching, research, or service, and
entrepreneurial activities.

http://louisville.edu/provost/faculty-personnel/unit/SPHIS_Personnel.pdf

UofL Annual Review
A. Annual Review (Redbook, Sec. 4.2.1 and Minimum Guidelines Sec. I and III.)
1. Annual Work Plan and Review. (Redbook, Sec. 4.3.1.A) Annual work plans will provide the percent
work effort associated with teaching, research, and service assignments, which must account for 100
percent of the faculty member’s work load and state the intended outcomes of the work effort. Each
Department Chair and the Dean will review annually all part-time, term, probationary, and tenured faculty in
writing. The annual review will be done in conjunction with the SPHIS merit-based policy. Annual reviews
assess faculty performance based on the distribution of the effort indicated in the approved annual work plan. A
faculty member may not be penalized for non-performance in any area of activity for which the faculty member
has no assigned responsibility. The work plans and reviews are retained as part of all employment files. All
career reviews, including annual, pre-tenure, promotion, tenure and periodic, including the
reappointments of term faculty, are linked to the annual work plans. Satisfactory annual reviews do not in
and of themselves constitute sufficient grounds for promotion, tenure, or satisfactory periodic career reviews.
2. Summary of Annual Professional Effort. Each faculty member should provide a detailed summary of the
year’s professional effort along with the annual faculty work plan at the time of the annual personnel review.
Annual reviews may take into account multi-year performance. The faculty member is responsible for
maintaining the documentary evidence supporting the annual review through the next promotion,
tenure, or periodic career review.
3. Documentation of Outside Work. As part of the documentation for annual review a report of professional
work outside the University and in keeping with the Redbook policy (Sec. 4.3.3.) must be submitted by the
faculty member.
4. Review Results. The Department Chair will provide the review results in writing to the faculty
member and to the Dean. The faculty member may express disagreement in writing, which will be filed with
the annual review. Presence of a written rebuttal does not preclude the discussion of a review or annual work
assignment. The evaluations, rebuttals made by a faculty member, and appeal results, if applicable, will be
made available to the SPHIS PAT Committee when the Faculty member is reviewed for promotion and
tenure. Copies of the annual reviews will be maintained in the office of the Dean (Redbook, Sec. 4.2.1.B).
http://louisville.edu/provost/faculty-personnel/unit/SPHIS_Personnel.pdf

UofL Annual Review
Additionally, the individual may propose a classification for any activity, subject to a ruling of the
J.B. Speed School of Engineering Faculty Affairs Committee (FAC). Generally, it is the intent of
the J.B. Speed School of Engineering that classifications be flexible according to the wishes of
the candidate. Activities which are ambiguous may be classified into any area, or distributed
among areas, as desired by the candidate as long as the FAC agrees that the classification is
reasonable. Some examples are:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Advising and counseling of students (Teaching/Service)
Development of course or laboratory materials including textbooks (Teaching/Research and
Creative Activity)
Supervision of student research and/or design activities (Teaching/Research and Creative
Activity)
Supervision of Teaching Assistants (Teaching/Service)
Industrial consulting or sponsored research (Research and Creative Activity/Service)
Presentations before national, state or local groups (Teaching/ Research and Creative
Activity/Service)
Publications on education methodology (Teaching/Research and Creative Activity/Service)
Professional society activity (Service).

Most forms of administration and committee work will be classified as service. All forms of
teaching and research and creative activity will be acceptable for review. Reviewers will evaluate
their quality and relevance in their recommendations.
http://louisville.edu/provost/faculty-personnel/unit/SPHIS_Personnel.pdf

UofL Pre-Tenure Review
B. Pre-Tenure Review. (Redbook, Sec. 4.2.2.G and Minimum Guidelines Sec. IV.B)
1. Timing of Pre-Tenure Review and Purpose. In addition to annual reviews, each probationary faculty
member will receive a pre-tenure review, which normally occurs during the third year of the
probationary period. The purpose of the pre-tenure review is to determine whether a faculty member is
making satisfactory progress toward meeting the standards for tenure. The review is conducted at the
same level of rigor and by the same process as in a tenure review; however, extramural evaluations are not
required.
2. Pre-Tenure Review Process. The Department Chair will inform the faculty member of the pre-tenure review
process. This should be documented in writing and the faculty member provided access to the SPHIS
personnel policy documents. The Dean’s Office will provide the appropriate materials regarding a pre-tenure
review and the Department Chair will meet with the faculty member to review the process and discuss any
questions or concerns. The Department Chair may select one or more other department faculty members
to assist in the review. The review will not be considered complete until approved by the Dean. The results of
the review will be made available to the faculty member. The pre-tenure record will become part of the
evidence considered in tenure review. It will be included in the materials made available to the PAT
Committee and forwarded on with the file.
3. Pre-Tenure Review Results. It is expected that a faculty member will maintain a consistent level of
performance following a positive pre-tenure review in order to meet tenure criteria. If the pre-tenure review
identifies significant concerns regarding teaching, research, or service, the Associate Dean for Faculty Affairs
will meet with the faculty member, Department Chair, two tenured faculty members from the department or
the SPHIS, and the faculty member’s mentor to develop a plan to assist the probationary faculty
member address the concerns during the remaining time before the initiation date for the five-year
review.

http://louisville.edu/provost/faculty-personnel/unit/SPHIS_Personnel.pdf

Speed Faculty Development Opportunities
• Annual Faculty Activity Reports
– Digital Measures

• Annual Department Chair Faculty Performance
Evaluation
– Performance Review Meeting
– Evaluation Letter

• Department Mid-Tenure Review
– Performance Review Meeting
– Evaluation Letter

• Other
– Monthly Faculty Meeting
– Senior Faculty Mentorship

UofL PAT Process
Department FAC
Review and
Recommendation
Letter to
Department Chair

Department Chair
Review and
Recommendation
Letter to Speed FAC

Speed FAC Review
and
Recommendation
Letter to Dean

UofL Board of
Trustees Review
and Approval

Provost and
Executive Vice
President for
Review

Dean Review and
Decision Letter

Section II.A Standard Schedule for Chair-Initiated Promotion and Tenure Reviews
This schedule applies for all promotion cases of tenured faculty, and for tenure / promotion and tenure
cases for faculty with tenure dates falling between May 1 and November 30 in which the department chair
initiates the review. For tenure cases that are not early, the process timing is such that the triptych is
delivered to the Provost on January 15th at least 1 year, but not more than 2 years, prior to the tenure date.
Date* Correspondence Due
Sep 1 Memo from DC to DFAC chair indicating name of FM to be reviewed. Copy sent to FM,
FAC chair and Dean.

Oct 25 DC recommendation letter, DFAC letter, and complete evaluation file sent from DC to
FAC. Copy of DFAC letter and DC recommendation letter sent to FM. For tenure cases
only: If DC recommendation letter is negative, copy to FM must be sent to home address
by certified mail.
Nov 15 FAC recommendation letter and evaluation file sent from FAC to Dean. Copy of FAC
recommendation letter sent to FM and DC.
Dec 15 Dean notifies FAC regarding each promotion and tenure case recommendation. FAC has
opportunity to draft response letter and add it to the evaluation file prior to delivery of
triptych to the Provost. Copy of Dean’s recommendation letter sent to FM and DC. For
tenure cases only: If Dean’s recommendation letter is negative, copy to FM must be sent to
home address by certified mail.

Jan 15 Triptych sent from Dean to Office of the University Provost.
* If a date falls on a holiday or weekend, correspondence is due on the previous business day.
http://louisville.edu/provost/faculty-personnel/unit/SPHIS_Personnel.pdf

FAC PAT Review
• Triptych review
• Evaluate Performance over review period (Teaching, Research, and
Service)
• Holistic Determination (strengths, weaknesses)
• Faculty evaluated on their own individual merits (do NOT compare
to other faculty/dept)
• FAC discussion, vote, and recommendation letter (Dean, Dept Chair,
Candidate)
*Recall, we want you to be successful!!!

FAC: Example Review Criteria
(Research)
• Presentations
– Early Stage: local and/or national conferences
– Mid-Career: national and/or international conferences; invited talks

• Publications
– Peer-Reviewed Journals: impact factor ( > 2.0), citations (h-index)
– Conference Proceedings, Book Chapters, etc

• Funding
– Early Stage: demonstrate independent investigator (NSF CAREER)
– Mid-Career: demonstrate established Investigator (NIH, NSF, DoD)

• Innovation
– Patents, disclosures, licensing agreements, entrepreneurial, etc
– Industry Sponsor, Device Development, etc

FAC: Example Review Criteria
Top Ten: Industrial Engineering

Top Ten: Mechanical Engineering
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Title
Nature Materials
Materials Science and Engineering: R: Reports
Advanced Materials
Nano Letters
Materials Today
Archive for Rational Mechanics and Analysis
International Journal of Plasticity
International Journal of Robotics Research
Applied Energy
International Materials Reviews

SJR
18.032
8.947
8.364
7.983
7.167
4.694
3.687
3.154
3.058
2.782

http://www.scimagojr.com/journalrank.php?category=2210

Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Title
Nature Nanotechnology
Nano Energy
Materials Horizons
Progress in Quantum Electronics
IEEE Transactions on Automatic Control
Automatica
IEEE Communications Surveys and Tutorials
IEEE Transactions on Power Systems
ACS Photonics
International Journal of Robotics Research

SJR
4.599
3.163
2.443
2.385
2.216
2.206
2.05
1.986
1.745
1.701

http://www.scimagojr.com/journalrank.php?category=2209

Top Ten: Electrical Engineering
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Title
Journal of Operations Management
Production and Operations Management
International Journal of Machine Tools and Manufacture
IEEE Industrial Electronics Magazine
International Journal of Production Economics
International Journal of Robust and Nonlinear Control
Composites Part B: Engineering
Additive Manufacturing
Chemical Engineering Journal
Journal of Materials Processing Technology

Top Ten: Civil Engineering
SJR
18.746
4.697
4.683
4.617
4.174
4.172
4.165
3.757
3.516
3.154

http://www.scimagojr.com/journalrank.php?category=2208

Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Title
Applied Energy
Composite Structures
Energy and Buildings
Mechanical Systems and Signal Processing
Rock Mechanics and Rock Engineering
Building and Environment
Journal of Composites for Construction
Structural Safety
Transportation Research Part A: Policy and Practice
Computers and Structures

http://www.scimagojr.com/journalrank.php?category=2205

SJR
3.058
2.13
2.093
2.067
2.059
2.015
1.759
1.615
1.613
1.606

FAC: Example Review Criteria

FAC: Example Review Criteria
Czarnecki et al., Doing Hirsh Proud .. , Bulletin of the
Polish Academy of Sciences Technical Sciences, 61:121, 2013

Fig. 7. The median – H-index value
for full professors community in
various sciences

Anne-Wil Harzing et al., An individual annual h-index to
accommodate disciplinary and career length
differences. Scientometrics

FAC: Example Review Criteria
(Teaching)
• Engineering Courses
– Develop New Course(s)
– Teaching Load (number of courses taught per academic year)
– Teaching Evaluations (students, peer review)

• Publications
– Best Practices (abstracts, conf proc, journals, books)

• Funding
– Student Training Program(s), Innovative Course(s), Equipment

• Students
– Mentoring (undergraduate, graduate, post-doc)
– Student success (presentations, publications, awards, career)

FAC: Example Review Criteria
(Service)
• Conferences
– Early Stage: track chair
– Mid-Career: section or program chair

• Journals
– Early Stage: manuscript review
– Mid-Career: editorial board

• National Programs
– Early Stage: Invited Talks (Coulter, NSF, NIH, etc)
– Mid-Career: grant review panel; DoD/NSF/NIH workshops

• Other
– UofL committees
– Community Outreach

Faculty Affairs Committee (FAC)
Member

Term

Representing

Steven Koenig

07/01/15-06/30/18

BE

Eric Rouchka

07/01/17-06/30/20

CECS

Nageshwar Bhaskar

07/01/16-06/30/19

CEE

Mahendra Sunkara

07/01/16-06/30/19

CHE

Jacek Zurada

07/01/16-06/30/19

ECE

Larry Tyler

07/01/15-06/30/18

EF

Kevin Gue

07/01/17-06/30/20

IE

Geoff Cobourn

07/01/15-06/30/18

ME

-----

Assoc. Dean (Ex-Officio)

JP Mohsen

Each academic department nominates, if possible, two persons at the rank of Professor with
tenure. The entire Speed voting faculty then elects one of those nominees to represent each
constituency for three-year staggered terms. The Associate Dean for Administration
Planning and Faculty Affairs shall serve as an ex-officio (non-voting) member but will not
participate in promotion and tenure reviews or periodic career reviews.
22

http://louisville.edu/provost/faculty-personnel/unit/SPHIS_Personnel.pdf

